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RNA-seq



RNA-seq results

Wang et al. 2008
(human)

Lu et al. 2010 (rice)
Pickrell et al. 2010
(human)

Tuch et al. 2010
(candida)

Wilhelm et al. 2008
(yeast)



RNA-seq quantification

“The number of reads mapped to a gene 
is a quantification of its expression”

IGV vew of algU expression in Pseudomonas aeruginosa



RNAseq quantification: RPKM

To estimate expression value of a transcripts the number of 
mapped count needs to be normalized by the length of the 
transcript and the total number of reads, or library size.

RPKM: Reads per Kilobase of exon model per Million reads

Length        Condition 1      Condition 2   RPMK1   RPKM2   Fold-

change      

Gene1 1000 nts           700 500              35           18              2

Gene2 3000 nts          1000                     1800             16           22            1.5

20 M. reads 27 M. reads



RNA-seq for differential expression



Applications of RNA-seq

Qualitative:
* Alternative splicing

* Antisense expression

* Extragenic expression

* Alternative 5’ and 3’ usage

* Detection of fusion transcripts
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Tophat/Cufflinks

Scripture

Alexa

edgeR

DESeq

baySeq

NOISeq



Advantages of RNA-seq?

* Non targeted transcript detection

* No need of reference genome

* Strand specificity

* Find novels splicing sites

* Larger dynamic range

* Detects expression and SNVs

* Detects rare transcripts
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RNAseq microarrays

and…. are there any disadvantages?????



Surprises of RNA-seq data

Positive correlation between expression 
level and transcript length. Also with RPKM!!!

Equal transcript distributions between 
samples do not always hold



Surprises of RNA-seq data

With RNAseq, there is a relationship between the chance that a 
gene is declared differentially expressed and its length

RNAseq

microarrays



RNA-seq and sequencing depth

* Amount of reads sequenced in a RNAseq experiment

* More sequencing depth � Rare genes detected
� Better estimation of expression

* How does SD affects gene detection and differential expression?

* How many reads do I have to generate to saturate the system?



RNA-seq protocol*

total RNA purification
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*Solexa Pair-End



RNA-seq protocol (II)
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How does sequencing depth 
affects to the estimation of 
differential expression in 

RNAseq data?



RNA-seq vs. sequencing depth
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Saturation in RNA-seq

Saturation does not seem to be reached even in large datasets !!!

Saturation Curves and New Detection Rates (NDR) 



Saturation per transcript biotype

Important expression of Pseudogenes, processed_transcripts and 
lincRNAs

MAQC (45 M)



Saturation per transcript biotype

Off-target RNA species increase at high sequencing depths

Griffith (200 M)



RNA-seq detection per biotype



Sequencing depth affects dataset 
transcript distribution

For differential expression comparing samples should have similar 
library sizes.



Expression levels increase with 
sequencing depth at different rates

Few, abundant RNA species sneak into sequencing output!



Sequencing depth influences the 
length of detected transcripts

* As more it is sequenced, small genes are easier detected.

* Still, RNAseq is biased towards longer genes



RNAseq & differential expression



RNAseq & differential expression

* Robinson and Smith (2007, 2008, 2010): edgeR

Exact test based on negative binomial distribution.

* Marioni et al. (2008):

Likelihood ratio test based on Poisson model.

* Anders and Huber (2010): DESeq

Exact test based on negative binomial distribution.

* Srivastava and Chen (2010): Gpseq

Likelihood ratio test for two-parameter generalized Poisson model.

* Wang et al. (2010): DEGseq (MATR & MARS) 

MA-plots based methods, assuming normal distribution for M | A.

* Hardcastle and Kelly (2010): baySeq

Empirical Bayesian method to compute posterior probabilities of 
models, based on Poisson or Negative Binomial data distribution.



RNAseq & differential expression

* Robinson and Smith (2007, 2008, 2010): edgeR

Exact test based on negative binomial distribution.

* Marioni et al. (2008):

Likelihood ratio test based on Poisson model.

* Anders and Huber (2010): DESeq

Exact test based on negative binomial distribution.

* Srivastava and Chen (2010): Gpseq

Likelihood ratio test for two-parameter generalized Poisson model.

* Wang et al. (2010): DEGseq (MATR & MARS) 

MA-plots based methods, assuming normal distribution for M | A.

* Hardcastle and Kelly (2010): baySeq

Empirical Bayesian method to compute posterior probabilities of 
models, based on Poisson or Negative Binomial data distribution.

* Parametric assumptions

* Need of replicates

* Unstable with low expressed genes



NOISeq

* No parametric assumptions. No need of replicates.

* Statistics for each gene, exon, transcript, tag, etc.:

M = log
2
(expression in condition 1 / expression in condition 2)

D = |expression in condition 1 – expression in condition 2|

• Noise distribution: M-D null distribution estimation.

NOISeq-real: uses available replicates

NOISeq-sim: simulates replicates from a multinomial 
distribution with probabilities derived from the counts in the 
samples



NOISeq

Probability for a gene of being differentially expressed (deg): 
Computed by comparing M-D values of that gene against noise 
distribution

A gene is declared as deg if this 
probability is higher than 0.8



Differential expression vs Sequencing 
depth

* edgeR, DESeq and baySeq, d.e.g. depend on sequencing depth

* FET and NOISeq are constant



Incremental d.e.g. by biotype



Differential expression by biotype



Sequencing depth & characteristics of 
selected genes

NOISeq is robust to the length of detected genes, the fold-
change of differential expression and the mean expression level
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False discoveries at high sequencing 
depth

Parametric methods tend to identify more false positives (up to 
70%) as more it is sequenced. NOISeq controls FDR



Normalization by length (RPKM) 
maintain sequencing depth biases

d.e.g. length

True positives False positives



More understanding of RNAseq data

• Sequencing depth affects the composition of the RNASeq
dataset

• Short transcripts are in disadvantage

• Most parametric RNAseq d.e. methods tend to 
overdetection as library size increases.
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More understanding of RNAseq data

• Sequencing depth affects the composition of the RNASeq
dataset

• Short transcrips are in disadvantage

• Most parametric RNAseq d.e. methods tend to 
overdetection as large library increases.

• NOISeq takes a non-parametric approach that better 
adapts to the noise with large reads numbers.

• NOISeq is robust to sequencing depth biases.

• Identification of low expression genes with RNASeq is 
possible but differential expression assessment remains 
difficult.
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